
   Class Notes 

Class: XII 

 

Topic: Accounting for Partnership Firm: 

Admission of a Partner: 

1. Calculation of New Profit-sharing Ratio. 

2. Treatment of Goodwill 

3. Treatment of Accumulated Profits and 

Reserves. 

 

Subject: ACCOUNTANCY  

 

 

                                                          Introduction                                                         

As per section 31 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, A new partner can be admitted into a firm with 

the consent of all the partners. When a new partner is admitted, the existing partnership agreement 

comes to an end and a new agreement comes into effect. This is called reconstitution of partnership. 

 

Adjustments to be made at the time of Admission 

1. Calculation of New Profit-Sharing Ratio 

2. Treatment of Goodwill 

3. Treatment of Accumulated Profit/ Losses and Reserves 

4. Revaluation of Assets and Reassessment of Liabilities 

5. Adjustments of Partners’ Capital  

6. Preparation of Cash and Bank Account 

7. Preparation of Balance Sheet 

 

1. Calculation of New Profit-Sharing Ratio: 

After the admission of new partner, all the partners will share profits in new ratio. The old partners 

have to sacrifice, when a new partner gets his /her share in future. 

                                New Ratio = Old Ratio – Sacrificing Ratio 

Case:1 When only New Partner’s share is given, but how much he/she is acquiring from the old 

partners, is not given in question.  

Example:1 A and B are partners sharing profit and losses equally. They decided to admit C as a new 

partner with 1/4 th share in future profits. Calculate New profit-sharing ratio 

Total share of profits = 1 

C’ share of Profit = 1/4   

Remaining share of Profits= 1- (1/4) = 3/4   

A’s new share = 3/4  × 1/2 = 3/8  

B’s new share = 3/4  × 1/2 = 3/8 

C’s new share = 1/4  × 2/2 = 2/8 

New Profit-sharing Ratio = 3:3:2 

 

Case:2 When the new partner acquires his/her share in a particular ratio 

Example:1 A and B are partners sharing profit and losses in the ratio of 3:2. They decided to admit C 

as a new partner with 1/5 th share in future profits, which he/she acquires from A and B in 2:1 ratio. 

Calculate New profit-sharing ratio 

 



C’s share of profits= 1/5  

A’s sacrificing = 1/5 × 2/3= 2/15 

B’s Sacrificing = 1/5 × 1/3= 1/15 

 

New profit-sharing ratio: 

A’s New share = 3/5 – 2/15 = 7/15 

B’s new share = 2/5 – 1/15 = 5/15 

C’s new share = 1/5 × 3/3 = 3/15 

NPSR = 7:5:3 

 

Case:3 When new partners share is not given and old partners are sacrificing some part of their 

share in favour of the new partner: 

A and B are partners sharing profit and losses in the ratio of 5:3. A surrenders 1/5th of his share, 

whereas B surrenders 1/3 of his share in favour of C. Calculate New profit-sharing ratio. 

 

Sacrifice of A = 5/8 × 1/5 = 5/40 or 1/8 

Sacrifice of B = 3/8 × 1/3 = 3/24 or 1/8 

 

New share of A = 5/8 – 1/8 = 4/8 

New share of B = 3/8- 1/8 = 2/8 

New share of C = 1/8 + 1/8 = 2/8 

NPSR = 4:2:2 or 2:1:1 

 

                                                Treatment of Goodwill 

Situation 1: When premium brought by the new partner is paid privately to the sacrificing partners. 

Treatment: No Entry (As the amount is not paid in the firm, it will not be recorded into the books) 

 

Situation 2: When new partner brings premium for goodwill in cash and it is retained in the business. 

Treatment: 

Cash/ Bank A/c Dr. 

          To New Partners’ Capital A/c  

          To Premium for goodwill A/c  

(Being Capital and goodwill is brought by new partner) 

 

Premium for Goodwill A/c Dr. 

          To Sacrificing Partners’ Capital/Current A/c  

(Being premium brought by the new partner is transferred to Sacrificing partners) 

 

Situation 3: When premium of goodwill is withdrawn by the partners (Sacrificing partners) 

Treatment: 

Cash/ Bank A/c Dr. 

          To New Partners’ Capital A/c  

          To Premium for goodwill A/c  

(Being Capital and goodwill is brought by new partner) 

Premium for Goodwill A/c Dr. 



          To Sacrificing Partners’ Capital/Current A/c  

(Being premium brought by the new partner is transferred to Sacrificing partners) 

Sacrificing Partners’ Capital/Current A/c Dr. 

               To Cash/ Bank A/c  

(Being amount of premium withdrawn by the sacrificing partners) 

 

Situation 4: When new partner is unable to bring his share of goodwill: 

Treatment: 

New Partners’ Current/Capital A/c Dr. 

             To Sacrificing Partners’ Capital/Current A/c  

(Being new partners’ current A/c or Capital A/c is debited for the unpaid amount of premium) 

 

Situation 5: When goodwill appearing in the balance sheet (It is to be written off) 

Old Partners’ Capital/Current A/c Dr. 

               To Goodwill A/c  

(Being old goodwill written off by the old partners in their old ratio) 

 

                                                             Hidden Goodwill (Not to be done for P.T-2) 

When the value of goodwill is not mentioned. It is assumed that goodwill is hidden or to be 

calculated. At the time of admission of a new partner the total goodwill of the firm is calculated to 

know the share of new partner. In such a case goodwill is calculated on the basis of capitalization 

method: 

• Calculation of closing capital of old partners. 

• Calculation of combined capital: 

Combined Capital = Closing capital of old partners + Capital of new partner  

 

• Calculation of Total capital of the firm: 

Total Capital = New partners’ Capital × Reciprocal of his share 

• Calculation of total goodwill of the firm: 

Goodwill = Total capital of the firm – Combined capital  

 

• Calculation of new partner’s share of goodwill: 

New Partner’s share of goodwill = Total goodwill of the firm × his share 

Accounting Treatment of Hidden Goodwill: 

New Partners’ Current/Capital A/c Dr. 

             To Sacrificing Partners’ Capital/Current A/c  

 

Treatment of Accumulated Profits/Losses and Reserves: 

At the time of admission of a partner, all the accumulated profits/Losses and Reserves are to be 

distributed to the old partners in their old profit-sharing Ratio  

For distribution of Accumulated Profits/Reserves 

General Reserve A/c Dr. 

Reserve Fund A/c Dr. 

Profit and Loss A/c Dr. 

Workmen Compensation Reserve A/c Dr. (Excess) 

          To Old Partners’ Capital/Current A/c  



(Being accumulated profits and reserves are credited to partners’ capital account in their old ratio) 

 

For distribution of Accumulated losses/Fictitious Assets 

Partners’ Capital/ Current A/c Dr. 

             To Profit and loss A/c  

             To Preliminary Expenses A/c  

            To Advertisement Suspense A/c 

(Being Accumulated losses and fictitious assets debited to old partners in old profits sharing ratio) 

 

Note:  

1. Complete treatment of Workmen Compensation Reserve and Investment Fluctuation Fund in 

case of “Admission of a partner” are same as “Change in profit sharing ratio”. 

2. Treatment of Revaluation of Assets and Reassessment of liabilities in case of “Admission of 

Partner” are same as “Change in Profit sharing ratio” 

 

 


